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Abstract: Power grid projects are related to national economy and people's livelihood. It is particularly important to control the cost. And when controlling the cost, it is a key link to evaluate the cost. In the actual cost evaluation of the past, it
is commonly used to compare the settlement amount with the approved budget amount. However, this method is more
general. And it has strong subjectivity. In this paper, the probability analysis and the power grid project evaluation are
combined. Based on the past similar projects cost library, realize the standardization, rationalization and objective of the
cost evaluation. Finally, take a substation and a line project for actual evaluation. The results show that this technology
can realize the intelligent evaluation of power grid projects, which can be further promoted and applied.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the construction of engineering projects, the project
cost is always the most pressing question of the investors and
the project owners. Power grid projects are related to national economy and people’s livelihood. It is particularly
important to control the cost. The control of engineering projects cost is to control the cost within the approved budget
range in the investment decision-making phases, the construction drawing design phase and the construction implementation stage. The projects can get good investment benefits and social benefits by correcting the deviation. Among,
the cost evaluation is the key link to ensure the cost control
[1]. In the actual cost evaluation of the past, it is commonly
used to compare the settlement amount with the approved
budget amount in the phase of project completion final accounts. If the settlement amount not beyond the budget
amount, the project estimate accuracy is high. Otherwise, the
implementation of cost control is not reasonable. However,
this evaluation method is more general. In actual, maybe
some child cost are over budget. There may be the situation
that some child costs offset with each other. Thus this
method is not conducive to the analysis of the engineering
cost. And it is not conducive to the control of engineering
cost. The costs need to be further elaborated.
At present, there are few study on the projects’ cost
evaluation at home and abroad. Literature [2] introduced the
advanced digital management idea into the project cost
evaluation. It formed a series of practical and effective
methods based on the synthesis of design indexes and the
analysis of the history of engineering data. Literature [2, 3]

mainly evaluated the risk of the project cost in order to
achieve cost effective evaluation using the method of probability analysis. Literature [4-5] established a mathematical
model for project evaluation using the extreme statistical
thought, fully considering the influence of psychological
factors. And examples proved that the operation was simple,
easy to promote. Literature [6] built the evaluation and
analysis model using the sensitivity analysis method based
on neural network, so as to realize the fast evaluation of the
power line project cost.
In this paper, the cost evaluation of power grid project is
the specific object. The probability statistics method and the
power grid projects are combined to further study and application in order to achieve the ultimate goal of the standardization and rationalization of cost evaluation. Finally, form a
feasible evaluation method, which can improve the efficiency of handle affairs personnel, and assist managers in
decision analysis.
2. POWER GRID PROJECT COST RISK FACTORS
ANALYSIS
2.1. Power Grid Project Cost Reconstruction
Substation and line project are the typical power grid projects. Generally, the cost of substation project includes project construction fee, project installation fee, equipment procurement Fee, and other fee. The cost of line project includes
project installation fee, auxiliary facilities project fee and
other fee. The cost of cable line project includes equipment
procurement fee, project construction fee, project installation
fee, auxiliary facilities project fee and other fee.
Reconstruct the risk factors of power grid project according to the construction of cost. The results are as following.
The cost of substation project includes project construction
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The analysis and statistics of 220 kV outdoor new substation project.

No

The Child Fee

The Contribution Rates of
Estimate Cost/%

The Contribution Rates of
Final Cost /%

The Probability of Beyond
the Estimate Cost/%

1

project construction fee

19.60

21.02

30.61

2

equipment procurement Fee

48.60

47.89

12.24

3

project installation fee

9.26

10.62

31.63

4

other fee

10.45

10.82

24.49

5

construction site requisition and compensation fee

8.92

9.41

30.61

6

production preparation fee

0.52

0.51

14.29

7

basic preparation fee

2.47

0.00

0.00

Total

100

100

220 kV outdoor new
substation project

project
construction
fee

equipment
procurement
Fee

project
installation fee

Other fee

construction site
requisition and
compensation fee

production
preparation fee

Fig. (1). The intelligent evaluation risk index system of 220 kV outdoor new substation project.

fee, project installation fee, equipment procurement fee, construction site requisition and compensation fee, early stage of
project work fee, environmental monitoring test fee, soil and
water conservation project acceptance and compensation fee,
pile foundation detect fee, big transportation measures fee,
design fee, investigate fee, supervision fee, production
preparation fee, basic preparation fee and other fee.
The cost of line project includes ontology fee, auxiliary
facilities project fee, prepare the years spreads, construction
site requisition and compensation fee, early stage of project
work fee, environmental monitoring test fee, soil and water
conservation project acceptance and compensation fee, pile
foundation detect fee, auxiliary construction fee, road construction fee, production preparation fee, basic preparation
fee and other fee.
2.2. Power Grid Project Cost Intelligent Evaluation Risk
Index System
As for the substation project and the line project, the construction cost level is different with the different technical
conditions. For the substation project, the technical conditions, such as, the voltage grade, construction type (new or
expansion), substation type, presence of regulating, will have
great influence on cost level [7]. For the line project, the cost
level is related to these factors, such as, the voltage grade,
budget rules version, line length, line type, ice thickness [8].
Different project types, different cost construction. Corresponding, different evaluation risk index system. So build
the evaluation risk index system based on the construction

type. This paper build the evaluation risk index system for
the typical engineering category.
2.2.1. Substation Project Cost Intelligent Evaluation Risk
Index System
This paper takes the 220 kV outdoor new substation project as an example to build a typical substation project cost
intelligent evaluation risk index system. Base on the analysis
on the cost data of 220 kV outdoor new substation projects
of a province in China, we can get the contribution rates of
child fees, the probability of beyond the estimate cost. The
results are as shown in Table 1.
Form Table 1, we can see that, every child fee has different influences on 220 kV outdoor new substation project.
Among them, not only the contribution rate of basic preparation fee is the lowest, but the probability of beyond the estimate cost is the lowest as well. The probability is almost to
zero. So we can make sure that the basic preparation fee is
not the main factor of substation construction cost risk. It can
be removed. At the same time, the other six factors can be
identified as the main factors of cost risk index system.
Compare the estimate accounts with the final accounts. It can
reflect the risk of beyond the estimate cost. The intelligent
evaluation risk index system of 220 kV outdoor new substation project is as shown in Fig. (1).
2.2.2. Line Project Cost Intelligent Evaluation Risk Index
System
This paper takes the 110 kV long distance overhead line
project as an example to build a typical line project cost in-
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The Analysis and statistics of 110 kV long distance overhead line project.

No

The Child Fee

The Contribution Rates of
Estimate Cost/%

The Contribution Rates of
Final Cost /%

The Probability of Beyond
the Estimate Cost/%

1

ontology fee

77.32

78.72

25.00

2

auxiliary facilities project fee

0.17

0.12

5.00

3

other fee

11.38

10.50

22.50

4

construction site requisition and compensation fee

6.76

9.20

45.00

5

early stage of project work fee

0.53

0.38

2.50

6

environmental monitoring test fee

0.01

0.00

0.00

7

soil and water conservation project
acceptance and compensation fee

0.01

0.01

0.00

8

pile foundation detect fee

0.00

0.00

0.00

9

auxiliary construction fee

1.62

1.04

7.50

10

road construction fee

0.01

0.03

5.00

11

basic preparation fee

2.62

0.00

0.00

Total

100

100

110 kV long distance
overhead line project

ontology fee

auxiliary
facilities
project fee

other fee

construction site
requisition and
compensation fee

early stage of
project work
fee

auxiliary
construction
fee

road
construction
fee

Fig. (2). The intelligent evaluation risk index system of 110 kV long distance overhead line project.
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Fig. (3). The technology route of power grid project cost evaluation.

telligent evaluation risk index system. Base on the analysis
on the cost data of 110 kV long distance overhead line projects of a province in China, we can get the contribution rates
of child fees, the probability of beyond the estimate cost. The
results are as shown in Table 2.
Form Table 2, we can see that, every child fee has different influences on 110 kV long distance overhead line project.
Among them, not only the contribution rates of environmental monitoring test fee, soil and water conservation project acceptance and compensation fee, pile foundation detect
fee and basic preparation fee are the lowest, but the probability rates of beyond the estimate cost are the lowest as well.
The probability rates are almost to zero. So we can make
sure that the four child fees are not the main factors of sub-

station construction cost risk. They can be removed. At the
same time, the other seven factors can be identified as the
main factors of cost risk index system. Compare the estimate
accounts with the final accounts. It can reflect the risk of
beyond the estimate cost. The intelligent evaluation risk index system of 110 kV long distance overhead line project is
as shown in Fig. (2).
3. POWER GIRD PROJECT COST EVALUATION
TECHNOLOGY
3.1. Power Grid Project Cost Evaluation Technology
Route
The technology route of power grid project cost evaluation is shown in Fig. (3).
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Fig. (4). The cost evaluation grade distribution figure of 220 kV outdoor new substation project.

Fig. (5). The cost evaluation grade distribution figure of 110 kV long distance overhead line project.

3.2. The Empirical Research of a Substation Project
This paper takes a 220 kV outdoor new substation project
which has been completed in 2012 as an example to evaluate
the rationality of the cost. Firstly, select 97 220 kV outdoor
new substation history projects based on the cost analysis
data between the Year 2006 to 2012. Then, draw the cost
evaluation grade distribution figure according to the corresponding historical data. As shown in Fig. (4).

Firstly, we can see the level and the distribution of risk
costs of history projects from the grade distribution figure.
The cost evaluation of the target project is the rating of risk
cost. Thus, each child risk cost can be divided into various
levels (excellent, good, medium and bad). Finally, mark the
parameter values on the grade distribution figure. We can
easily determine the evaluation result of target engineering
cost. From Fig. (4), we can get that the evaluation result of
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target engineering project is “excellent”. Besides, each
evaluation level of risk costs is “excellent”.
3.3. The Empirical Research of a Line Project
This paper takes a 110 kV line project which has been
completed in 2012 as an example to evaluate the rationality
of the cost. Firstly, select 39 110 kV long distance overhead
line project based on the cost analysis data between the Year
2006 to 2012. Then, draw the cost evaluation grade distribution figure according to the corresponding historical data. As
shown in Fig. (5).
In the same way, we can see the level and the distribution
of risk costs of history projects from the grade distribution
figure. From Fig. (5), we can get that the evaluation result of
the target engineering project is “good”. For the child cost,
the evaluation result of early stage of project work fee is
“excellent”. The results of other child costs are all “good”.
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